General recursive definitions in higher (finite) types, a different notation of finitely typed l-terms with if-then-else and fixpoints, can be classified into an infinite syntactic hierarchy~ A definition is in the n'th stage of this hierarchy, a so called rank-n-definition, iff n is an upper bound on the levels of the types occurring in it.
Interpreting these definitions over finite structures we show:
Rank-(n+l)-definitions characterize the complexity class eXPn(X) U DTIME (eXPn(P(X)), (eXPo(X) = x, eXPn+l(x) = 2 ). p(x) a poly This generalizes the result of Gurevich, Sazonov [Gu 83, Sa 80] , that "normal" recursive definitions over finite structures characterize PTIME.
INTRODUCTION
The characterization of complexity classes by considering definitional devices (logical formulas, programming languages, automata computing in an interpretation) over finite interpretations is a topic well known in the literature [Gu 84, Gu 83, Im 87, Lei_87, Sa 80, Ti 86] . The paper Gu 84 contains a survey of this area. In notation and results we build on Gurevich's and Sazonov's papers and obtain the characterization:
Rank-(n+l) recursive definitions characterize U DTIME (eXPn(P(X))° p(x) a poly Our result can be applied to the theory of program schemes: Two recursive definitions in higher types are equivalent iff they compute the same function in all interpretations of the underlying signature. This is the usual notion of equivalence in the theory of program schemes (the paper Sh 85 is a nice survey of this area). The hierarchy theorem for time complexity classes (HoUI 79, Theorem 12.9, page 299) implies:
For each n there is a rank-(n+1)-definition not equivalent to any rank-n-definition, hence, rank-(n+1)-definitions are strictly stronger than rank-n-definitions. That is, the syntactic hierarchy structure on the general recursive definitions (or finitely typed functional programs for that matter) given by the rank induces a strict semantic hierarchy.
The investigation of the expressive strength of higher types in recursive definitions has raised some interest in the literature: Kfoury et al. [ KfTiUr 87 ] show that rank-(n+2)-definitions are strictly stronger
